Fig. 1 shows the average PSNR of the Y (luminance) component of the sequence Mobile & Calendar as a function of the
switch load when the switch rate was set to 24Mbitls. Every curve
refers to a different coding strategy (MPEG-2 standard, TAc = 2,
4, 8), and transmission (either one or both video layers).
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Conclusion: Our experimental results prove that the two-layer
ADP scheme improves the PSNR of the received video sequence
up to 7dB in the presence of packet losses during ATM transmission. Moreover, since the ADP strategy can adapt to the actual
network traffic conditions, it is capable of efficiently transmitting
video and, more generally, multimedia signals over ATM networks.
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The corresponding cell loss probabilities, for high and low priority cells, are reported in Table 1 for three the switch load values
(0.1, 0.5, 0.9) and different coding strategies.
Table 1: Cell loss probability (CLP) for high and low priority cells, for
three switch load values (0.1, 0.5, 0.9) and different coding

strategies
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I
Load

g$gi

I

High priority cells
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One-layer ADP,
TAC

Electronic copyright protection is increasingly dependent on
fingerprinting and watermarking techniques. The properties of
dual binary Hamming codes are exploited to obtain a
fingerprinting scheme secure against collusion of two buyers. The
advantage over previous proposals is that collusion security is
obtained using well-known and shorter length error correcting
codes.

0.35x1W3 1.85x1CY3 3.1x1W3 0.86x1W3 3 . 6 ~ 1 0 . ~8 . 1 ~ 1 0 - ~

Two-layerADP,
TA,= 4

0

0

0

0

8.3Xici-3

0

Fig. 1 proves the superiority of the two-layer ADP scheme,
especially for high switch load values. The transmission of a single
layer can provide good results for load values higher than 0.5. As
an example, for critical load conditions (switch load = 0.9) if a single layer with TAc= 8 is transmitted with a switch rate of 24Mbitl
s (dotted lines in Fig. l), sufficient video quality can be obtained
(PSNR = 24dB instead of PSNR = 19dB for standard MPEG-2).
Also, transmission strategies with TAc = 4 and TAC = 2 outperform standard MPEG-2 for switch loads greater than 0.72 and
0.83, respectively, even if with relatively poor video quality. Moreover, at 24Mbitls, single-layer ADP provides CLP = 0 both for
high and low priority cells and for any value of TA, and switch
load (Table 1). Obviously, the absence of cell loss at 24Mbitls
allows the quality of transmission for possible non-video traffic
components to be improved.
The same consideration is valid and more evident for lower
switch rate values. Extensive experimental results conceming
throughput show that the switch behaviour is completely independent of the different transmission strategies supported by the
layered video coding based on the ADP scheme. For simpler video
sequences, e.g. Tennis Table, the standard MPEG-2 outperforms
all one-layer approaches but it performs worse with respect to all
two-layer coding strategies. This is due both to the simple motion
characteristics of Tennis Table, and to the efficient data partition
between high and low priority cells.
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The recent failure of the DVD copy prevention system [l] is just
another argument supporting the idea that electronic copyright
protection should rather rely on copy detection techniques [2, 31.
The merchant M selling the piece of information (e.g. image)
embeds a mark in the copy sold. There are two basic kinds of
mark: watermarks and fingerprints. A watermark is an embedded
copyright message, whereas one may think of a fingerprint as an
embedded copyright message (i.e. something identifying the buyer
of the copy).
Whilst buyer collusion is not an issue in watermarking (the
marked copies being the same for all buyers), it is a real threat to
fingerprinting. Since in fingerprinting the mark is different for
every buyer, it makes sense for a set of buyers to collude by comparing their copies and try to locate and delete some mark bits.
In a collusion, two or more different buyers can detect the mark
bits by comparison of their copies of the same information item
(marking assumption, [4, 51). After detection, there are two attacking strategies:
Mark bit deletion: The mark bits that differ between buyers are
deleted. At mark reconstruction time, M knows where mark bits
should be, so he will try to restore deleted mark bits. The probability of correctly restoring a deleted mark bit is 1/2.
Mark bit tweaking: Colluders mix their marked copies in an
attempt to tweak some mark bits. This attack is worse than deletion, as M has no way to detect that the bit was tweaked.
Encoding the mark using an error-correcting code (ECC) prior
to embedding is an obvious alternative to increase robustness
against mark bit deletion and tweaking. However, if the number
of bits tweaked (or incorrectly restored from deletion) is greater
than the maximum number of errors that the ECC can correct,
then mark reconstruction will fail.
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In [4, 51, collusion-securefingerprintingwas introduced. Rather
than using standard ECCS, a new type of codes called c-secure
codes were introduced in that proposal to resist collusions of up to
c buyers. With N possible buyers, a code with length O(MIogN/E)
is needed to be able to identify a member of a c-collusion with
probability at least 1 - E. For the case c = O(logN), the authors
propose composition of two codes to reduce to a codeword length
10goqN).
In this Letter, we will show that collusion security for c = 2
buyers can be achieved using dual binary Hamming codes, which
are well known and have a shorter wordlength than c-secure
codes. Part of the ideas below were informally discussed in [6] for
the special case of image protection. For N buyers, the codeword
length of our proposal is only Nand the same technique described
in [4, 51 can be used to reduce to length logo(')(N). Given the danger inherent to piracy, the size of collusions tends to be small, so
achieving protection against collusions of size two is not pointless.
The effectiveness of a two-buyer collusion depends on the distance between codewords of the ECC used in the mark embedding
algorithm. The larger the distance, the more bits will differ
between the codewords of colluders, i.e. the easier to tweak a
codeword bit. On the other hand, the smaller the distance, the less
error-correcting capacity will be obtained from the ECC. Dual
binary Hamming codes offer a good tradeoff, because the distance
between any two codewords is futed to half their length. More precisely, a dual binary Hamming code of length N = 2" - 1 consists
of N codewords al, a2, ..., aN (excluding the all-zero codeword)
such that the distance d(a', ak) between any two different codewords a', ak is 2"-'. The copy of the ith buyer will be fingerprinted
using the word M', where n is a random permutation of the codeword bits. The same n is used for all buyers and is kept hidden
from them; use of this permutation was proposed in [4, 51 to prevent a coalition to know which mark bit encodes which bit in the
code.
For simplicity, in what follows we will focus on the codeword
that identifies a specific buyer once the ECC has been applied.
The subsequent permutation to obtain the actual fingerprint is not
relevant for our discussion, because it is the same for all buyers.
The ECC used will be a dual binary Hamming code H with length
2" - 1. The distance between any two codewords in H i s then 2"-l,
so that up to 2"-* - 1 errors can be corrected. The following detinition introduces some useful notation.
Definition (i): Let a ] , ..., ac be c codewords of length N (i.e. a' =
a,Jad...ad). The ith position of the set of codewords a l , ..., a' is
called invariant position if
a: = a;

VJ,

But d(x,,-,
ylj) = 2"-l, so that the only possibility is

k+1:=

since if x,# y , then z, = y , + z, # x,as we work in a binary domain

(x,denotes the ith bit of x). Then
= 2-2

since xII= yI,. Now, x,y and z belong to a dual binary Hamming
code with length 2" - 1, so d(x, z) = d b , z) = 2"-'; therefore

-

1

Proposition (ii): Let x,y E H. If z E <x,y>\{x, y } , then the correction of z using H cannot yield a codeword different from x and y .
Proof of Propostion (ii): Assume that z E <x,y> exists such that it

decodes into a d E M{x, y } . Since the code H corrects up to 2"-*
1 errors, candidates to be z are words with 5 2"-* 1 errors. But
livt(x, y)]= 2"-' - 1 and livt(x, y , z)l = 2n-2- 1, so z has at least (2"I
1) (2"-* 1) = 2"-* errors, which is more than 2"-* - 1 (the
error-correcting capacity of H).
Proposition (iii): Let x, y E H . The probability of obtaining a
word z E <x,y> VI such that z does not uniquely decode into a
codeword of H is

-

~

~

~

~

6

5

($-l

(1)

.2n

Proof of Proposition (iii): The only way that z does not uniquely
decode is that it contains exactly 2"-2 errors.
By Proposition (i), jivt(x, y , z)l = 2"-2 1. So, from the 2"-l - 1
invariant positions of x and y, only 2"-2 - 1 correct values will
remain in the new word z and thus (2"-I 1) - (2n-2- 1) = 2"-' will
be errors.
Thus, the total amount of errors in z must be in I = ivt(x, y), so
z I has
~ to be exactly equal to the corresponding part of a correct
codeword in <xl,-,yI?>.The probability of this event for a particular codeword is
~

~

($-l

because d(x17, ylj) = 1
1
1 = 2"-I .so that in every position there is
exactly one 1 and one 0. Since the total number of codewords in a
dual binary Hamming code is 2" the probability of non-unique
decoding is
E

~

2

Otherwise, we would have

L = 1,...,c

We denote by i v t ( d , ..., a') the set of invariant positions of a', ...,
ac. Also, we denote by <a1, ..., d> the set of words that can be
generated by taking as the first bit one of all, ..., alc,as the second
bit one of a2I, ...,
and so on.
For collusions of any size c, the following lemma holds.
Lemma ( i ) : Colluders owning a', ..., a' cannot tweak the bits at
positions in ivt(a', ..., a").
Proof of Lemma (i): According to the marking assumption [4, 51,
colluders can tweak a bit only if such a bit differs in their copies.
Since bits at invariant positions have all the same value, they cannot be changed.
The following properties of dual binary Hamming codes are
stated for later use.
Proposition (i): Let H be a dual binary Hamming code with
length 2" - 1. Then any three codewords of H have exactly 2n-2- 1
invariant positions.
Proof of Proposition (i): Let x,y E H be any pair of codewords.
Define I = ivt(x, y) and I the positions not in I. We denote by xlz
the bits of the word x in the positions in I. Since d(x, y) = 2"-' it
follows that ivt(x, y ) = 2"-' - 1.
By construction, we will prove that given any codeword z E H
and a value k 5 2"-' 1, if livt(x, y , z)l = k then k = 2"-2 - 1. We
have
d ( Z l I , + ) = d ( y l z , z l r ) = 2n-1 - 1 - k

2"-1
~

5

(;;fn-l

. 2n

We are now in a position to sitate the main theorem of this Letter. In the vocabulary of [4, 51, the theorem below says that dual
binary Hamming codes are 2-frameproof and 2-secure with Eerror. As discussed above, the codeword length is shorter than for
c-secure codes.
Theorem (i): If the information to be embedded is encoded using
a dual binary Hamming code If of length N = 2" 1 prior to
embedding, then the resulting fingerprinting scheme is secure
against collusions of two buyers. An innocent buyer will never be
declared guilty (2-frameproofness) and the probability that a participant in a two-buyer collusion can be identified can be made
arbitrarily close to 1 (2-security with &-error).
Proof of Theorem (i): This follows from Propositions (ii) and (iii).
Proposition (ii) guarantees that an innocent buyer will never be
declared guilty. The probability of identifying one of two colluders
is 1 - E, where E is defined in eqn. 1; as n increases, 1 E tends to 1.
~

~
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sis [8 - 101, it can be shown that the terminal gate capacitance and
conductance of the RC network shown in Fig. 2 can be expressed
in terms of intrinsic physical circuit model components as:

G,

N

5Re [
W

y]

- wCgoIm

[y]

(2)

with Cgois the intrinsic gate capacitance (series combination of
oxide capacitance, Cox,and accumulation layer capacitance), and
h = (Lpp/2)d(G~+joC,,r), where o is the angular frequency and
Lppis the distance between p+ substrate contacts (see Fig. I), r is
the SR of the accumulation layer, and GT is tunnelling conductance. The terminal CgV, curve can be calculated using eqn. 1 by
generating Cg0(VK)using a one-dimensional numerical calculations
[6] and J,( V,) using a WKB-based simple analytic model [l 11.

Analytic model of parasitic capacitance
attenuation in CMOS devices with hyperthin oxides

1 1 - 1 1
n+

p+

I.

K. Ahmed, E. Ibok and J. Hauser
The parasitic accumulation capacitance attenuation in MOS
structures with hyper-thin oxides has been modelled using a
distributed RC network. The simple analytic model is in excellent
agreement with a two-dimensional numerical simulation and
experimental data.

Introduction: Oxides thinner than 20A have been used as gate die-

lectrics to fabricate sub-100nm CMOS devices [l, 21. Estimation
of the insulator thickness is essential for the characterisation of
these devices. A simple and accurate estimate of to, can be provided by proper analysis of C-V characteristics in strong accumulation. However, for oxides thinner than 20A a large direct
tunnelling current flows between the gate electrode and silicon
substrate [3] and introduces capacitance attenuation in both inversion and accumulation [4 - 71. The attenuation is a strong function
of parasitic series resistance (Rr).The value of Rr depends on the
layout of the capacitor as well as on the contact and sheet resistivity (SR) of polysilicon gate and substrate. A typical test structure
is shown in Fig. 1. The n+ regions are used to supply minority
carrier to the channel in strong inversion. An ohmic contact to the
substrate is provided by the p+ regions. In inversion capacitance
attenuation is believed to be due to the resistance of the inversion
layer [4], the source-drain resistance, or the sheet resistivity (SR)
of the (silicided) polysilcon gate [6]. For the structure shown in
Fig. 1, capacitance attenuation in accumulation is believed to be
due to the SR of the accumulation layer and the contact resistance
at the p+ regions. The contribution of SR of the channel to capacitance attenuation becomes larger as the channel length increases
for the structure shown in Fig. 1. It was shown that channel
lengths of less than IOW are needed to avoid capacitance attenuation in inversion for sub-20A oxides [4]. Owing to dflerences in
channel resistance, tunnelling current and capacitance for inversion

i

LPP

82 J

1506/11

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of capacitor test structure used for C- V measurements
Terminal B1 or B2 can be used for substrate contact

PI vs
I

1

1

I

wcgo
wcgo+.................. ............

I

I
I

LPP

p-substrate

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of transmission line equivalent circuit of test
structure shown in Fig. I , terminal B2 used for substrate contact
Effect of tunnelling current taken into account using tunnelling conductance GT. Cgo= intrinsic gate capacitance per unit, and r = accumulation channel sheet resistivity

and accumulation bias, the capacitance attenuation may be asymmetric. The limit on the channel dimensions for minimum capacitance attenuation in accumulation needs to be estimated. In this

Letter, an analytic model of the terminal gate capacitance for the
structure shown in Fig. 1 is derived and used to estimate the limit
on test structure dimensions for minimum capacitance attenuation
in accumulation.

Model: For the capacitor test structure shown in Fig. 1, substrate
contact is provided by a p+ region for n+ poly-Si02-p-Si devices.
When the gate is biased in accumulation (V, < 0), a sinusoidal
small signal with frequency f is applied to the gate in order to
measure the capacitance. In response to the applied test signal, if
it is assumed that the introduction (or removal) of holes to (or
from) the channel area occurs mainly in the lateral direction, a
one-dimensionaldistributed RC network (shown in Fig. 2) can be
used to model, approximately, the small-signal admittance of the
structure shown in Fig. 1 . Using standard transmission line analy-
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Fig. 3 Simulated and experimental C-V curves for I 5 A oxide

Excellent agreement is shown between analytic model of eqn. 1 and
theoretical and experimental data of [7] for 100 x l o o p 2 capacitor.
Simulated C-V curves for different values of Lpp are also shown
0 data
to, = 1.5nm
m,, = 0.5mo
QB = 3.leV
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